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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to provide some results and applications of continued fractions with matrix 

arguments. First, we recall some properties of matrix functions with real coefficients. Afterwards, we give a 

continued fraction expansion of the relative operator entropy and for the Ts all is relative operator entropy. At 

the end, we study some metrical equations. 
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I. Introduction and Motivation 
Over the last two hundred years, the theory of continued fractions has been a topic of extensive study. 

The basic idea of this theory over real numbers is to give an approximation of various real numbers by the 

rational ones. One of the main reasons why continued fractions are so useful in computation is that they often 

provide representation for transcendental functions that are much more generally valid than the classical 

representation by, say, the power series. Further; in the convergent case, the continued fractions expansions have 

the advantage that they converge more rapidly than other numerical algorithms. Recently, the extension of 

continued fractions theory from real numbers to the matrix case has seen several developments and interesting 

applications (see [6],[8], [13]). The real case is relatively well studied in the literature. However, in contrast to 

the theoretical importance, one can nd in mathe- matical literature only a few results on the continued fractions 

with matrix arguments. There have been some reasons why all this attention has been devoted to what is, in 

essence, a very humble idea. Since calculations involving matrix valued functions with matrix arguments are 

feasible with large computers, it will be an interesting attempt to develop such matrix theory.  

The main difficulty arises from the fact that the algebra of square matrices is not commutative. 

In 1850, Clausius, introduced the notion of entropy in thermodynamics. Since then several extensions 

and reformulations have been developed in various disciplines [11,12,14,15]. There have been investigated the 

so-called entropy inequalities by some mathematicans, see [2,3,10] and references therein. A relative operator 

entropy of strictly positive operators A, B was introduced in non commutative information theory by Fujii and 

Kamei [9] by 
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II. Preleminary an notations 
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III. Main Result 

Our aim in this section is to give the continued fraction expansions of the relative operator entropy 

and of the Tsallis relative operator entropy for two invertible and positive definite matrices A and B. 
 

3.1 Continued fractions expansion of a relative operator entropy. 

For simplicity, we start with the real case and we begin by recalling La- guerre's continued fraction of ln x; 

where x is a strictly positive real number in the following lemma. 
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